COMPLETE COAL MILL REFURBISHMENTS
Riley Power is a total parts supplier of refurbished and new pulverizer equipment. We inspect each major component to determine if it meets OEM requirements and if they can be refurbished or need to be replaced. Based upon this evaluation, we produce and issue a detailed report to the customer outlining areas that need to be repaired or replaced. We also supply completely refurbished mills that will match your current arrangement. It is as easy as removing your existing mill and then replace it with the newly refurbished mill. This eliminates the lead time to have your mill refurbished which reduces your overall down time and gets you back online faster.

AND NEW STANDARD REPLACEMENT PARTS, RILEY POWER HAS IT ALL!

Journal Head & Trunnion Shaft  
943 RP Bowl  
Coal Nozzle Tip

FEATURES/BENEFITS
- Welding on large worn castings reduces replacement cost by more than 50%
- Low risk – with over 1,400 tires/rollers resurfaced,
- 99.7% success rate against spalling
- Increase milling availability
- Improved wear life